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The Effect of Change in Moisture-Content on the Creep

of ConcreteUnder a Sustained Load*

BY GERALD PICKETTt

SYNOPSIS

The amount and rate of plastic flow in concrete under load has been
found to depend upon the rate of drying. This paper shows by mathe-
matical analysis that this is a natural consequence of non-uniform
shrinkage and a non-linear stress-creep relationship. It further shows
that shrinkage cannot account for additional creep unless inelastic
strain not proportional to stress is produced. Results from experiments
designed to test the applicability of the theory to concrete are reported.

INTRODUCTION

The plastic flow or creep of concrete under load has been studied
for many years. The investigation by R. E. Davis and his associates
at the University of California,(’)(z) beginning in 1925 is perhaps the
most extensive. In general, constant axial loads were applied to cylin-
ders and the deformations with time were compared with those of
companion cylinders not loaded. Some of these specimens remained
loaded for more than seven years. The effects upon the time-flow
relation were studied, of such variables as composition of the concrete,
age when loaded, magnitude of stress, repeated loading, and the humid-
ity of the air in which the specimens were stored. The conclusion
was reached(l) that

. . . the flowof plain concreteunder a constantly sustained compressivestress
(1) continuesto increase,at first rapidly and then more slowly,for a long time, cer-
tainly for several years, (2) is greater for concrete in an atmosphere of low humidi~
than for an identical concrete in an atmosphere of high humidity or when fully satur-
ated with water, (3) is materially affected by the character of the aggregate, being
substantially larger for sandstone concrete than for limestone concrete, (4) is less for
rich mixes than for lean ones, (5) is less for concrete having a high modulus of elas-
ticity than for. one having a low modulus of elasticity, (6) is greater for a high water-

*I{eceived by the Institute, Nov. 7, l!MI.
tPOrtlmd Cement :imm, Chicago.

(333)
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cement ratio than for a low one, and (7) is greater when lo~d is applied at an early
age than when it is applied at a later age.

Their conclusions in regard to the effect of magnitude of stress on
creep are not so definite.(2) They state that under their conditions of
test the flow is roughly proportional to sustained stress for stresses
from 300 to 900 psi but that the relation does not appear to hold out-
side these limits.

Glanville, Building Research Station, England,f3J agrees with Davis
on most points. Glanville found that creep is approximately propor-
tional to stress for stresses up to about ~ to ~ of the ultimate strength,
Also, he tested cylinders in tension and conchlded that creep is the
same for compressive and tensile stresses of the same magnitude. He
used an average stress of 150 psi and did not expect this relationship
to hold for stresses close to the ultimate tensile strength.

Creep in beamsf3J and columns~4J@)both plain and reinforced has
been studied. The results for the most part are in accord with the
above conclusions,

During the past decade most investigators have emphasized the
large effect of storage conditions (chiefly humidity) llpon creep. But they
are not agreed as to whether this is a direct effect or the result of another
action which depends upon humidity. The investigations of both
Glanville ancl Davis were conducted under controlled ccmditions of
humidity and temperature although (as may be seen from Fig. 5 of
Ref. 3) control was not always as good as desired, A lack of control
of these factors may account for some contradictory results from other
sources. Davis found that specimens stored in air at 50 per cent relative
humidity flowed three times as much as specimens stored in water. In
his analysis he considered the increase of deformation with time to
consist of shrinkage due to drying and of flow due to load, He meas-
ured the shrinkage of companion unloaded specimens and by sub-
traction determined the flow or creep due to load. Some other investi-
gators do not agree with this method of separating the deformations
into shrinkage and flow. Lynam@J says that “Shrinkage and creep
are two aspects of the same phenomenon; it is impossible to separate
thcm and no good end is served by trying to do so” Lorman(7) says
that “Shrinkage or swelling due to loss or gain of moisture and creep
due to seepage arc interrelated phenomena”. Lorman, however, con-
siders the effects of the two separately. Maney(8J(9J says that non-

uniform shrinkage is the ‘[source of all time-yield in loaded concrete
members” and that this time-yield (flow as defined by Davis) is not
plastic flow lmtj is ‘imerely an elastic redistribution of stress, inc.~easing
with time”.
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The apparent confusion and disagreement that has arisen is due in
part to the lack of adequate theoretical analysis of the state of stress
and strain in a body such as concrete which shrinks when it dries and
yields under sustained stress. In general, stress has been calculated
from the elementary formulas u = P/A and u = My/I without due
consideration to the fact that non-uniform shrinkage may produce a
distribution of stress greatly different from that given by elementary
formulas, The unit deformation (resultant of elastic strain, shrinkage-
strain, creep-strain, etc.) of each differential element of volume of
concrete should depend upon. actual conditions of stress, moisture
content, etc., in that particular element. An analysis should deal with
stress, strain, shrinkage, creep, etc., as functions of the coordinates of
the specimen as well as of the usually considered variables, time,
loading, storage, mix, etc. It is possible that the apparent effect of
drying upon creep is not to increase the stress-creep coefficient but to
cause non-uniform volume-changes that produce transient stresses
which combine with the load-stresses and give rise to a distribution
and magnitude of stress far different from that in a companion specimen
undergoing less drying-shrinkage. A hypothesis based on the assump-
tion that concrete has a non-linear stress-creep relation is sufficient to
explain the observed difference in creep under different storage con-
ditions.

This paper will show, by the solution of certain hypothetical problems,.
the necessary consequences of making various assumptions, and will
demonstrate the mathematical procedure involved. The results of
these analyses will be compared with the results obtained from actual
specimens, treated in such a way as to duplicate as closely as possible
the conditions assumed for the mathematical analyses. The paper
does not deal with the mechanism by which creep (yielding under sus-
tained stress) takes place. Such inelastic strain produ~ed by stress
may be the result of crystalline flow, viscous flow, seepage, or any com-
bination of these. An important conclusion of the paper is that an in-
crease in creep accompanying non-uniform sh~inkuge or swelling is a
natural consequence of the fact that the sustained-stress-vs.- strain curve for
concrete is not linear.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

Two hypothetical materials

In the following analysis two hypothetical materials will be con-
sidered. These materials are considered to be homogeneous and iso-
tropic and to be of such nature that, after having been subjected to
sustained stresses, one will show a linear relation between stress and
accumulated strain, and the other, a non-linear relation. In this analysis,
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as in some structural problems, a separation of deformation due to
stress into its elastic and inelastic components is not necessary; only
the sustained-stress-vs. -strain relation for the material need be given.
However, since the utility of the analysis in interpreting the behavior
of concrete depends upon the similarity of the properties assumed for
the hypothetical materials to those of concrete, the following observa-
tions, applicable to concrete, are in order:

(1) A linear relation between sustained stress and strain implies that
creep ij present is proportional to stress.

(2) A non-linear relation implies that creep is present and is not pro-
portional to stress.

(3) In so far as creep occurs, the sustained-stress-vs. -strain relation
changes with the period of loading, that is, the relation is necessarily
a function of time. It may also depend upon other factors which finally
make it a function of the space-coordinates as well as of time.

It will be assumed that rectangular prisms of these hypothetical
materials are subjected to various. loading conditions and that while
some of the prisms do not shrink, others do in a definite way. Any of
the distributions of shrinkage-strain that might exist in concrete would
serve the purpose of this analysis if shrinkage-stresses were produced,
but the mathematical work is simplified by making the variation a
simple function of one coordinate. Such an assumed distribution of
shrinkage corresponds to the distribution in a re~tangular prism drying
from only one surface or from two opposite surfaces. Although accurate
retmesentation of shrinkage-strain as a function of coordinates and.
time would involve complicated expressions,
assuming, after the initial stages of drying, a
the type

()“Y 2
s= A–+B

a

for drying from the top and bottom surfaces.
of time, 2a is the depth of the prism, and s
strain.

there is justification for
parabolic distribution of

A and B are functions
is unit linear shrinkage-

The mathematical work is further simplified by assuming that the
prism is long and narrow so that only longitudinal stresses and strains
need be considered. However, it is believed that the effect of width
upon the longitudinal stresses and strains would be small.

The cases to be analyzed in detail are given in Table 1,
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TABLE 1—RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SUSTAINED STRESS AND STRAIN

Shrinkage-Strain

‘ ‘=-[3(9+21’’0-4

I

No Shrinkage

Stress-Strain —————————-i—— — —— l—

Relation Tensile Moment ~oad I M::dntTensde
No I.oad Load

Load 500 333az 500 333a’
psi in-lb/in psi in-lb/in

Non-linear Cy — c;? Case Case Case
u = 500 tan–l (e x 104) v III Iv

Lhear c13# C&; Cy Case y;
~=5x10de VIII

u = stress; e = strain due to stress (elastic + creep); s = shrinkage-strain

d

1000,
N

.s 800.
>
G 600.
g
* 400
:
: 2oo-

-.9 .6 ‘4 -2 0

J ~

-20 Strain (e)i~m x [04

-4

o.\

/

-6 0
(0)u. 500 ton.@x104

~ .(b) u.5x/O$e
b-- -

-;000

Fig. 1—Hypothetical sustained-stress-vs. -strain rela-
fions some time t after load is applied

Stress not propotiional to strain (cases I to V)

Consider a hypothetical material having, after some period of loading,

the sustained-stress-vs. -strain (u, e) relation as given by Equation 1.

e = 10-4 tan g

500””””””””””””””’””’’” (1)
or, solving for u,

u=500tan–1 (e X 104). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (la)

This equation is represented by curve a in Fig. 1. The curve shows that
a stress of, say, 400 psi would produce a strain of about 0.0001 in/in,
and—note especially—it shows that this strain could be doubled by
increasing the stress only 160 psi. It would not be possible to add a
second stress of 400 psi to make a total of 8~0 psi since 7S5 psi would
produce infinite strain (rupture). This shows that with such a stress-
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strain relation superposition of stresses does not result in superposition
of strains and vice versa. Therefore, it may be concluded that a stress-
producing shrinkage would cause an effect in a body under load differ-
ent from that which the same shrinkage would cause in a companion
body not under load. That there would be a difference appears obvious,
but the specific manner in which the effects of shrinkage differ in the
two bodies is not easily determined. The difficulty in the analysis
arises from the fact that although the loading of a specimen and the
distribution of shrinkage may be arbitrarily assigned, the distribution
of the resultant stresses or resultant strains within the body cannot be
arbitrarily assigned. Not only must the actual distributions be in
accord with the stress-strain characteristics of the material but also
the distributions of stress and strain are controlled by the requirements
of equilibrium and compatibility, respective yfl”).

The special case in which the material has a linear stress-strain rela-
tion is treated in texts on the theory of elasticity, usually under the
subject of thermal stresses. So far as it is known, the non-linear case,
here analyzed, has not been treated before.

It is emphasized that the stresses here discussed are the actual stresses
at a point and are not the conventional stresses calculated by elemen-
tary formulas; and the strains under discussion are also the strains at
a point. Moreover, a strain at a point may be the resultant of several
kinds of strains, The various kinds of strains are defined below.

Shrinkage-Strain (s) (Swelling-strain if positive) is that unit deforma-
tion due to any cause other than stress which would occur in an infini-
tesimal element if the element were unrestrained by neighboring ele-
ments. It is not to be confused with the average unit deformation,
commonly called shrinkage of a so-called unrestrained specimen.

Creep-Strain (c) is inelastic unit-deformation of an infinitesimal ele-
ment due to stress. It is not to be confused with the term creep, which
denotes inelastic deformation of the body as a whole due to loads,

Strain Due to Stress (e) is the sum of the elastic-strain and creep-
strain in an infinitesimal element. For simple tension or compression,

;+ C........................(2)e=—

It follows that if stress is given by Equation la, creep will be given by
Equation 2a:

c=10–4Xtan(a/500)— use . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
and therefore the stless-creep relation will not be linear,

!Z’Oto,l,or Resultant, Str;in (e’) is the resultant unit-deformation:
e’ = e-l-s
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Exposed Surface,

ma

a

Exposed Surface~r
(a)

Y
a

o,5a

E

-s..~(+)*+2]x,o-~

o s
.0001. mXO.OXMJms

-0.5a hrinkaqe strain

-a
Distribution of Shrinkaqe-Strain

[b)

Fig. !&(a) left; (b) right

Shrinkage alone (case 1)

Case I pertains to a prism drying from two opposite surfaces, as shown in Fig. 2a.
It is assumed that some time after drying begins the distribution of shrinkage-strain
is that given by Equation 4.

[() ]2
~=—3E +2 XIO-’ . . . .. . . . . . . .. .

a

This relationship is shown in Fig. 2b.

. . . . . ...(4)

It is further assumed that sections remain plane, This latter assumption is essen-
tially correct for sections not close to an end as can be reasoned from Saint Venant’s
principle, (u) or it can be proved by the principle of minimum energy. If sections re-
main plane, then it can be shown that the conditions for compatibility are satisfied.
In so far as the sections remain plane and shrinkage is symmetric with respect to a
horizontal plane through the longitudinal axis, then the resultant strain (e’) is inde-
pendent of y, or,

e’=constant =s+ c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...(5)

Substitution of Equation 5 into Equation la gives,

~ = 500 tan–l (et –$)XIO’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..(6)

Equilibrium requires that

-l-a

s
Udy= o,..,,.,..,,,..,,. .,, ..,.,.,.,,.(7)

—a

Combining Equations 4, 6 and 7 the result becomes

+a

J[ 2

() ]
500 tan-’ e’ X 10i + 3 ~ +2 dg= o ., .,, . . . . . . . . . . .

—a

(8)

Equation 8, solved by trial, gives a value fore’ of approximately – 2.929 X 10-’ in/in.
Under tbe conditions assumed this is the resultant strain. Unfortunately, it is com-
monly called shrinkage and incorrectly used as if it were something apart from elastic

or plastic deformation.

The shrinkage-stress is now found by substituting for e’ and s in Equttion 6.

.=-+(:)’- ]0.929 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (9)

This distribution is shown in Fig. 3.

,
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~ye‘d. 500 tan-1[3(~~-0,93]

d
-5 500 IIMO

a

L

I o

+

~’ -..,-500

a
loco

‘L_

Fig. 3—Distributi~ca:~ ~tress for shrinkage

~Oriqln*l Ienqth-iO,OWunits

17/ o’-;,j../s~,cm*. 11

Elorqe,,on due to I?ad

r%%
-El@.im*n @an f-ik ~ Mb’-/

AK stress 500 Ib/!n2- Case D t

‘hor+en’w‘ue2 ‘hr’nk”qe
T2.93 un,ts~

D- 1

Finn, snor?enlnq due toccmbined i 1.16~
effects of Iond and shrinkaqe -%if~

Fig. 6-Diagrammatic summary of the anal-
yses of cases 1,11, and Ill

Fig. 4-Distribution of stress for tension and
shrinkage (case 11)

Fig. 5—Distribution of stress for tension
(case 111)

Tensile load and shrinkage (case If)

Case II differs from Case I in that, in addition to the shrinkage-strain, a load is
assumed to be acting which, by elementary calculation, would give a uniform tensile
stress of 500 psi.

Under this load equilibrium requires that

+a

f
udrJ=500X 2a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (7a)

Combining Equations 4, 6 and 7a the result becomes

5Jan-~xlo4+3(:Y+2 ](,v=loooa . . . . . ..(8a)
—a

Equation 8a is approximately satisfied by a value of e’ = – 1.163 X 10-4 in/in.

The equation for resultant strew becomes

~=~tan-[3(:r+0837](9a)

This distribution is shown in Fig. 4.
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Tension without shrinkage (cose Ill)

Case III differs from Case 11 only in thut shrinkage-strain is not present. There-
fore, e’ = e, Because of the absence of shrinkage a uniform tension applied to a prism
produces uniform stress throughout;. and, in such a simple case, the strain may be
found directly from the stress-strain relation. For u = 500 psi this strain is given by
Equation 1 to be e’ = +1.557 X 10-1 in/in. This uniform distribution of strese is
shown in Fig. 5.

Summary of cases 1,11, and Ill

The results of the above analysis are shown in Table 2 and graphically in Fig. 6.

TABLE 9

Case

I

II

III

Load

—.

No load

Tensile load
500 psi

Tensile load
500 psi

Shrinkage-Strain

‘=-[3(:1+21’10-4
s=-[3(9’+21’’0-4

None

Average Unit
Deformation

(Ten-Thousancltbs)

–2,929

–1,163

+1.557

Since the assumed sustained-stress-vs.-strain relation is regarded to be a function of
time, the elongation shown in Fig, 6 for Case III is to be considered the result of both
elastic and creep elongations. That is, the 1.56 units of elongation shown represent
the sum of the elastic and creep elongations of a specimen 10,000 units in length, due
to a sustained tensile load of 500 psi. The difference between the calculated shorten-
ings under the conditions of Cases I and II is considered to be an elongation due to
load since the specimens are assumed to be otherwise identical, The calculations
show that this elongation due to load is 1.77 units whereas in Case III the value is
only 1.56 units. Suppose the elastic part of the elong~tion in these cases is 1.0 units, thus
leaving 0.77 units for creep when shrinkage is present and 0.56 when shrinkage is not
present. An experimenter obtaining such results from a material like this hypothetical
one might conclude that the stress-creep relation was affected by drying. This con-
clusion would be incorrect for such a material, because, as has now been mathematically
demonstrated, an increase in creep accompanying non-uniform shrinkage is a natural
consequence of tbe non-linear stress-strain relation of the matericd.

Similar considerations for flexural stresses follow:

Moment load without shrinkage (case IV)

Case IV represents a prism loaded to produce flexure. The prism does not have
shrinkage-strain but is assumed to have the non-linear sustained-stress-vs. -strai n rela-
tion given by Equation 1. If stress (u) and curvature (l/p) were calculated by the

formulas of elementary mechanics,. = ~ and ~ = -#, the calculations would show,
P

.
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sesuming a moment-load of 333az in-lb)in of width, the maximum stress to be 500

psi and the curvature to be ~ in-l. However, these formulas do not apply, since

only stroin and not stress is proportional to distance from the neutral axis.

The rehation for strain in this case is:

From consideration of equilibrium

+a

f
Oy dy = M

or

—a

+a
500 ~ y tan-’ (e X 104) dy

—a

,, .,,., ,,, ,,, ,, .,,,. .,, ,,, , (lo)

=333a’. .,.............,...,(n)

Since s = O, e’ = e; therefore, from Equations 10 and 11

+a

[1500J# tan-’ ~ X104 dy=333a’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..(l2)
P

—a

The curvature A is found by trial to be
1.236 X 10-4

– in-l. The resultant stress is
P a

found by substituting in Equation la to be,

‘=500’an-’( a)
1236! ,.. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..(9b)

This distribution is shown in Fig. 7.

l-- . ..d=.oo+an-l(l,z,,,)

+

a a

-50Q
0

500 !000

L
I

~—-Y

--d-500 tan-1[3(~)2+1&3~-0.74]

:( z
—a

500 IKXO

L:___ ‘

Fig. 7—Distribution of stress for bending (case IV)

Fig. 8—Distribution of stress for bending and shrinkage (case V)
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Moment load and shrinkage (case V)

Case V is a combination of Case IV (loaded in flexure) and Case I (shrinkage-strain).
It represents a prism loaded to produce flexure, drying from the two surf~ces where
the maximum load-stresses would occur. The relation for strain in this case is,

e’=z+ k......,.....,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (13)
P

where k is the average unit change in length. This k will be of the same order of magni-
tude but not identical with the unit change in Case I which was – 2.929 x 10-4.

From Equations 3, 4 and 13

e=:+~+[a(:)’+zlxlo-’ (14)

From consideration of the conditions of equilibrium

+a +a

Judy =O and
J

uydy=lf

—a —a

From these expressionsand Equation 1, it followsthat

‘J+(9 (, ) 1+2+ ~+k )(104 dv=o.,.. ,.., ,,, ()’)

—a
and,

‘da%)’ (p ) 1+2+ ~+k X1O’ dy=333a2, ., . . ..(16)

—a

The curvature 1 and the average unit change in length are found by trial from the
P

above equations to be:

1 1.881—. X lo-4in-1 and k = –2.742 X 10-4 in/in
P a

Substitution of these volues into Equation la gives

[ (f) ’+ L881; -0.742] ..,.,,, . . . . .o = 500 tan–l 3 (9C)

This distribution is shown in Fig. 8.

SUMMARY OF CASES 1, IV AND V (TABLE 3)

The curvature for Case IV, 1.24/rz ten-tl~olls:~rl(itl)s, represents the effcrts of ehwticity
aml crcrp. Since the shrinlm~e is symrrmtrical with respect to the mntrol Ikuw, shrink-
age acting ,a!one &J(!s not cause curvature. IIowcver, when sllrinlia~e and Io:ld are
hot }] scting as in C:we V, t}le rurvaturc is 1.88/a tc’11-tllt)(ls:{ll(lttls. .An cx[wrilnent,er
workir)g with slwcimens of ii nmterial Iilw this hypotllrt~r:d one w(ntld lJe jmstified in
concluding that the increase in rurvaturc of Case i’ over thct of Case 1V was due to
shrinki~~e. But. to explail) it as an effort of drying \IIxm tile strrss-creep rwffirient
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TABLE 3

I 1

Case I Load I Shrinkage-Strain
I

_i ——..—

I No load
, s= ‘[3(WT;:

IV Moment-load None
333a2 in-lb/in ,

v ‘Oment-lOa”is=-[3(0+21x‘0-4I 333a2 m-lb/in 1

Average Unit
Def~+rnn~ion

Thousandths)

–2,929

Zero

–2,742

February 194Q

Cyre

Thousandths)

Zero

1.236 in-i
a

1.881 in-l
a

would be incorrect for, as has been shown, additional curvwture accompanying shrink-
age is a natural consequence of the non-linear stress-strain relation and not, in this
case, the result of any effect of drying upon this relation.

Stress proportional to strain (cases VI ta X)

In the preceding section it was shown that when the sustained-stress-vs. -strain rela-
tionship is not linear, additional creep is a natural consequence of the assumed shrink-
age-strain represented by Equation 4. In this section it will be shown that if stress is
proportional to strain and if the physical properties of the material (modulus of elas-
ticity, etc.) remain unchanged, then shrinkage-strain can have no effect upon creep as
ordinarily defined. The distinction between creep, which is inelastic deformation of
the body as a whole caused by loads, and creep-strain, which is inelastic unit-deforma-
tion of a differential volume element, is again emphasized. Since shrinkage-strain or
any other self-strain of itself does not limit the validity of the principle of superposi-
tion, (’z) the independence of shrinkage and loads for bodies which follow Hooke’s law
should be obvious. However, it must be admitted that the properties of a material
like concrete might not remain unchanged during the period of drying. It is conceiv-
able that a change in moisture content, affecting hydration, strength, viscosity, or
some other property, would so change the physical constants that additional creep
could accompany shrinkage by virtue of this change regardless of the linearity of the
stress-strain relation. Nevertheless, in this analysis of a hypothetical material it is
assumed that the physical properties do remain constant.

Since strain due to stress includes both elastic strain and creep-strain (e = u/E + c)
a linear relation of stress to strain would be found if creep-strain (c) were proportional
to stress and the instantaneous modulus (E) were independent of stress. Lorman(7),
Shank (’~ and others have made these assumptions in their equations for creep of con-
crete. Lorman says, “Results of the more recent laboratory tests point to the con-
clusion that within the range of design stresses, creep-strain or unit creep is propor-
tional to the stress.” Maney even eliminates creep from consideration and says,(g)
“Concrete could be regarded as a truly elastic material for all working load or design
conditions.” It should be noted that either of these assumptions implies that the
sustained-stress-vs. -strai ~relationship is linear. The following analysis will show that
if stress is proportional to strain, and if the properties of the material are not changed
by drying, shrinkage can have no effect on creep. Because this has heretofore been
overlooked, the analysis seems justified, even though in essence it merely verifies the
principle of superposition.
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Consider a hypothetical material with the linerrr sustained-stress-vs. -strain relation
given by Equation 17.

a=5X10°e. ..,.,.,,..,,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (17)

This straight-line relation is shown by curve b in Fig. 1. Note that the figure shows
that at the origin this curve is tangent to the curve representingthe non-linearstress-
strain relation of the other hypothetical material. Therefore, both assumed materials
would have approximately the same characteristics under the same contltion of load-
ing and shrinkage-strain as long as the resultant stresses were small.

Shrinkage alone (case Vi)

Case VI is the same as Case I in that it represents a prism drying from two opposite
surfaces. It differs from Case I only in that stress (u) and strain (e) are assumed to
be proportional. Equations 4, 5 and 7 of thut analysis apply here, but Equations 6 and
8 are replaced by Equations 18 and 19 as follows:

Substituting Equation 5 into Equation 17 gives

a=5Xlo~(e’-, s),. .,, ,, (.,( ... ... . . . . . . . .. (18)

Combining Equations 4, 18 and 7 the result becomes

sxlo’;a(e’+[s(:)’+zlxlo-’)~~=o(lg)
—a

from which e’ is found to be –3 X 10-’ in/in. This unit shortening is to be compared
with e’ = 2.929 x 10–~ in/in found in case I.

Substituting e’ = –3 X 10-’ in/in into Equation 8 gives

“=’dw)’- 11 .,, ,,, ,.. ,,, ,,. ,,, ,., ,,(20)

for the shrinkage stress,

Tensile load and shrinkage (case Vll)

This differs from Case VI in that an average tensile load is also acting during drying.
It differs from Case II cnly with respect to the assumed sustained-stress-vs. -strain
relation.

Equilibrium is satisfied by Equation 7a.
Combining Equations 4, 18 and 7a the result becomes

5x ‘J?+[4:)’+’1xlo-’b~=1000”
—a

from which e’ is found to be –2 X 10-’in/in. This ~verage unit shortening is to he
compared to – 1.163 X 10-Jin/in found for Case II.

Tension and moment without shrinkage (cases Vill and IX)

The elementary formulas apply in these cases. For C:\se VIII the unit strain

For Case IX the curvature

1 M 333(I’ _ 10-’ ,— . — . ————— -—.
El 5X106 X2/3a1– a

11)”1
P

.
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Fig, 9 (top leh)-Distribution of stress for shrink-
oge (case Vl)

Fig. 10 (center left)-Distribution of stress for
tension and shrinkage (case W)

Fig. 11 (bottom left)--Distribution of stress for
tension (case Vlll)

Fig. 12 (top right)-Distribution of stress for
bending (case IX)

Fig. 13 (bottom right)-Distribution of stress
for bending and shrinkage (case X)

Shrinkage and moment (case X)

Case X is the same as Case V in that it represents a prism under flexural load, dry-
ing from two opposite surfaces, and differs only in the assumed stress-strain relation.
Equations 3, 4, 13 and 14 of that analysis apply here, but Equations 15 and 16 are
replaced by

‘007[(.) 13 ~’+2+(y/p+k)XIOl dy =().....,..

—a

+a

500~v [3 (y)’ + 2 + (y/P + k) X 1041dy= 333a’ . . . . . . . .
a

(20)

(21)

—a

The curvature 1/p, and the unit change in length, k, are found from these
to be

1 _ 10-4— — in-l and k = –3 X 10-4 in/in
p–a

The distributions of stresses for the last five cases are shown in Fig. 9 to 13.

Summary of cases VI to X

equations

Table 4 shows the results of the analysis when the sustained-stress-vs. -strain relation
is assumed to be linear.

The curvature due to flexural load without shrinkage (Case IX) is the same as the
curvature due to flexural load with shrinkage (Case X) showing that shrinkage has no
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VI
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VIII

IX
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TABLE 4

_-— —

Load

——

None

Tensile load
500 psi

Tensile load
500 psi

Moment load
333a’ in-lb/in

Moment load
333a2 in-lb/in

Shrinliage-Strain

——..—.——— ——
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—

—

8= -[3(-:l+21x’0-4
‘=-P(:)+’lx’o-’

None

None

“= -[3(:)2 +21x’o”-4

.kver-a~e IJoit i
Deforrnatioll (llrvatu~c

(Ten- (Tell.-
Thousandths) Thousandths)

—.———...

–3.00

–2.00

+1,00

Zero

–3.00

Zero

Zero

Zero

1.00 in-l——
a

1.00 in-l——
a

Fig. 14 — Diagrammatic
summary of the anal ses

vof cases Vi, Vll and Ifl

I
Shortenmq due I
to shynkaqe ;

1 I

Final shor+eninq due to comb(rd ~U
effects of load and shrinkaqe=u.,f~

effect on deflection when strain is proportional to stress. The final average shortening

when both shrinkage and load are acting (Case VII) is the algebraic sum of the unit
changes in length when these factor’s act separately (Cases VI and VIII). Or, as is
better illustrated in Fig. 14, the load causes the same elongation when shrinkage is
absent m when shrinlmge is present.

Therefore, the prinriple of superposition is valid for stresses and strnins arising from
loads and shrinkage if stress is proportiomd to strain a]ld if the proportionality is not
affected by other factors (water-content , viscosity, etr. ) which may be associated
with shrinkage.
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The mathematical work of this paper may be summarized as follows:

(1) If unit deformation is not proportional to sustained stress, then

the sum of the separate effects of non-uniform shrinkage and of load

acting successively is not the same as the eflect produced by these

acting simultaneously.

(2) If unit deformation is proportional to stress for all stresses in-

volved, then the principle of superposition applies.

(3) The method of determining the combined effects of shrinkage
and load for assumed conditions is explained and illustrated. However,
joT other conditions the method might need to be revised. For example,
the stress-strain relation of each element of concrete probably depends
upon its past history of stress; therefore, since different elements have
had different stresses in the past, the relation would be a function of
the space coordinates in addition to time.

APPLICATION TO CONCRETE

As previously stated, most investigators are agreed that the conditions
of moistlwe surrounding the specimen are very important factors in
creep of concrete. The above analysis has given one possible explana-
tion for this effect. The applicability of this explanation to concrete
depends upon the actual stress-creep relation possessed by concrete
since the explanation requires a non-linear relation in the range of
stresses involved, The investigations of Glanville and Thomas pre-
viously mentionedf31 give some information upon this relation, On the
basis of their experiments they conchlded that stress and creep were
approximately proportional for low stresses but that for loads of from
36 to 84 per cent of the ultimate strength “creep is clearly not propor-
tional to the applied stress over this range, but increases considerably
as the ultimate strength is approached. ” These results dictated the
choice of the particular non-linear stress-strain relation shown by curve
a in Fig. 1.

Assuming this statement of the stress-creep relation for concrete to
be essentially correct, it remains to be shown that the stresses under
ordinary conditions of drying are of such magnitude as to be definitely
in the non-linear range, The stresses found by elementary formulas
when designing structures may be within the linear range, but actual
stresses will depend upon the distribution of shrinkage, The fact that
concrete frequently cracks is proof that stresses sometimes reach the
ultimate strength in tension. If there is a considerable amount of
creep just before the ultimate strength is reached, then it seems reason-
able that stresses close to the ultimate are often reached without the
formation of cracks since local yielding relieves local stresses. A de-
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tailed calculation of the transient stresses caused by drying has been
made by the author in unpublished work. The results show that under
most conditions concrete would have severe cracking if it were not for
creep. For example, if the surface of concrete has dried so that it would
have a unit shortening of, say, 700 X 10-’ in/in if unrestrained, and
if the elastic modulus were, say, 5 X 10’ psi, then, neglecting creep
and assuming 50 per cent restraint (a conservative estimate. for the
surface-region of a concrete member during the first stages of drying),
the tensile stress would be 1750 psi, i.e., far beyond the tensile strength
of the concrete.

The above discussion indicates that actual stresses from the com-
bined effects of load and shrinkage may be large enough in some regions
of concrete members to be in the range where the stress-creep relation
is definitely not linear. Therefore, it is believed that the analysis given
provides an explanation for the observed influence of storage conditions
on the behavior of concrete under load.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS*

Effect of drying

Fig. 15 shows the results from three beams which were tested under
conditions comparable with those assumed for Cases I, IV and V.

Beam A was allowed to dry without load. (The specimen was stored
on end to prevent flexing from its own weight.) The negligible deflec-
tion demonstrates the symmetry of composition of the specimen. These
conditions correspond to Case I.

Beam B, which is comparable with the hypothetical beam of ,Case IV,
was loaded, but drying was prevented by submersion in water. Creep
is shown by the increase in deflection with time.

Beam C, which is comparable with the hypothetical beam of Case V,
had the same external load as beam B, and was subjected to the same
humidity as beam A. After fifty days under load, the creep of C was
four or five times the creep of B, and the total &eflection was two and
a half times the deflection of beam B. This is qualitatively in agreement
with the theory, though the difference is greater than that accounted
for in the theoretical discussion. The theoretical work could be changed
so as to account for this much difference between beams C and B by
the proper change in either the sustained-stress-vs. -strain relation
assumed, Equation 1, or the assumed shrinkage-strain distribution,
Equation 4. However, since other factors not taken into account in
the above theory probably contribute to creep, this change has not
been made.

●For details of materials and methods see Appendix.
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Fig, 15 (top left)--Effect of drying on the bending of loaded beams

Fig. 16 (above)-Deflections of loaded beams as influenced by gaun or loss in moisture
content

Fig. 17 (top right)-Behavior of beams that are coated so that they will warp while they dry

The effects of additional treatment of these and other beams are
shown in Fig. 16.

Effect of change in humidity and of alternate wetting and drying

After beam C, previously discussed, had been drying for about 60
days, a temporary failure of the air-conditioning equipment caused the
relative humidity to lower from 50 per cent, its usual value, to 30 per
cent. The effect on the deflection of the loaded beam is shown by the
break in the curve designated by H. The humidity remained low only
one day and then returned to normal. However, the increase in de-
flection of the beam was irreversible. This behavior, which occurred
in all loaded beams that were drying at the time, may be accounted
for as follows: The lowered humidity caused additional shrinkage at
the surface. The additional surface-shrinkage caused tensile stresses at
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the surface. These stresses are of the same sign as load stresses at the
bottom of the beam but of opposite sign at the top of the beam. There-
fore, owing to the non-linearity of the stress-creep relation, a relatively
larger amount of creep occurred at the bottom of the beam without a
corresponding diminution at the top of the beam, causing a much greater
average creep-strain than would have occurred without the change in
humidity. In so far as the action was due to creep and therefore inelastic,
it was irreversible.

It is possible that lack of adequate control of humidity may account
for some of the creep which others have reported to continue even
after long periods of loading.

Observe the effects of alternate wetting and drying of beam D. Beam
D was subjected to the same conditions as beam C for the first 28 days
of drying. Then the beam was submerged in water without disturbing
the load. A large increase in rate of creep occurred as shown, The
beam was further subjected to alternate drying in air at 50 per cent
relative humidity and submersion in water which produced additional
irreversible creep with each cycle as shown.

After beam B, previously discussed, had been under load for 58 days
while submerged in water, the load was removed. The amount of
immediate elastic recovery indicated an increased modulus of elasticity.
After four days, during which time there was a small decrease in de-
flection, the beam was reloaded and exposed to drying at 50 per cent
relative humidity. The action of this beam while drying shows again
the interaction of shrinkage and load. The creep which occurred during
the period of drying was much more than that which occurred when
drying was prevented. The fact that beam B did not creep as much
during the period of drying as beams C and I) may be attributed to
the fact that beam B had cured under water for 69 days before drying
began, whereas beams C and D had cured under water for only 7 days.

Effect of curing

The effect of prolonged wet-curing is further shown by the deflection
of beams E and F, cured for 34 and 73 days, respectively, before being
subjected to the normal loading and drying conditions. The behaviors
of E and F, when compared with each other and with those of beams
C and D, show that increased curing reduces both the elastic deflection
and the creep. A comparison of the deflection of beam F with that
of beam B during the period of drying indicates that the creep of beam
B during the drying-period was not appreciably affected by the earlier
loading that this beam had had during its period of curing under water.
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I%ct of drying before loading

After beam A, previously discussed, had been drying for 100 days
and perhaps had reached a static condition with respect to moisture-
content, the beam was loaded. The very small amount of creep shown
indicates that shrinkage-stresses, if present, were so small as to have
very little effect,

Magnitude of shrinkage-strain

Some auxiliary tests were made to obtain some indication of the
magnitude of ‘ifree shrinkage” stresses and to determine whether such
stresses produce appreciable creep. The tests were based on the fact
that if a beam is allowed to dry from one side only, it will warp if free
from external restraint. The warping will increase rapidly at first, then
will slowly reach a maximum, after which it will slowly straighten,
until finally the warping is less than one-half the maximum value, Since
such a beam warps into an arc of a circle, it may be straightened by a

moment-load. This moment may be measured experimentally, or from
information as to stiffness and the amount of warping, it may be com-
puted.

Two beams, G and H, were cured 7 days and then, after being covered
on all sides but one, were allowed to dry. Beam G was allowed to warp,
No external restraint or force was applied at any time, but the moment
necessary to straighten the beam was computed.

Beam H was prevented from warping at all times, and the required
moment was measured,

Fig. 17 shows the results of this experiment. The lower curve qhows
the stresses required to offset the tendency of the restrained specimen
to warp, the stresses being expressed in terms of the formula u = Me/I.
The upper curve shows, in the same terms, the stress that would be
required to straighten the unrestrained specimen at any given time.
The differences between stresses at a given time shown by the two
curves are attributed to creep.

The maximum stress in the restrained specimen at the end of the
first day of drying is shown to be 300 psi. The actual maximum stress was
probably higher because of the stress-concentration at the exposed
surface. It probably approached the ultimate strength of the material
which, by auxiliary tension tests, was found to be 400 psi after one day
of drying.

The opposite halves of a beam twice as thick as beam H and drying
from two opposite sides would mutually provide restraint against warp-
ing and therefore be under the same conditions of stress and strain as
beam H. Therefore, the results show that, even in so-called “free
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shrhikage” prisms, the stresses may be close to the ultimate strength,
and cracking would take place if it were not for creep.

CONCLUSION

Many factors other than those treated in this discussion must be
considered before creep of concrete can be completely explained. The
various factors may be so interrelated that the effects of any one can
be only partially isolated, Certainly, changes in moisture-content do
more than cause volume-changes. The properties of an agglomerate like
concrete, usually undergoing spontaneous chemical and physical changes,
cannot be represented in any great detail by a simplified, hypothetical
material such as was treated above. Nevertheless, it is believed that the
above theoretical and experimental results, together with the results of
previous investigators, lead to the following rather definite conclusions:

(1) The existence of a non-linear sustained-stress-vs. -strain relation
is enough to account qualitatively for an increase in creep of a body
undergoing non-uniform shrinkage over that of a body not shrinking.

(2) Experimental evidence indicates that concrete has this non-
linear relation, at least in the higher ranges of stress,

(3) High stresses are produced by ordinary drying, as is indicated
by frequent cracking, and as was verified by measuring the magnitude
of moment necessary to restrain one-half of a prism from warping.

Therefore, it is believed that the observed effect of changes in rhois-
ture-content on the creep of concrete under sustained load is due largely
to a non-linear relation between the actual stresses and strains.
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APPENDIX

The data on the cements and aggregate used, as well x the details of the mix-pr~
portions and the method of making and testing the specimens, were omitted from the
main body of the paper because the characteristics of the particular concrete of which
the specimens were made had no important bearing on the conclusions. That is, the
results in this paper show in a qualitative way how concrete under load would react
to wetting or drying. A variation in concrete, due to either composition or method of
preparing the specimen, or variation in the test-procedure would produce results dif-
fering quantitatively from those shown in the paper. But it is believed that the general
trend shown in Fig, 15 to 17 by the eight individual beams is characteristic of all con-
crete. As a matter of fact, the beams represented in the diagrams are in several in-
stances only selections from a larger number that showed the same behavior.

Shce some readers may desire more information on individual beams c@cussed in
the paper, the following details are given:

TABLE A—MIX BY WEIGHT

Water 0.60
Cement

0.42
1.00 1.00

Sand 2.08 1.2s
Aggregate 2.42 1.f12

.

Consistency

Slump 5 to 6 inches—remolding effort 30 to 36 jigs,

Materials

Cement: The cement in beams .1 to F was a mixture of four brands purchased in
Chicago. The specificsurface by the Wagner method was 1665cmZ/g.

The cement of beams G and H was a normal portland of 1200cmz/gspecificsurface

A~gregate: Sand and gravel were obtained from Elgin, Illinois. The gravel was
screened to pass a ~“ sieve and be retained on a No. 4 sieve.

The sand was graded as follows:

Sieve No. II% Cent Pa8*iw
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Procedure

With individual exceptions noted later, the procedure in preparing and loading these
beams was as follows:

The concrete was mixed i~ a power-driven, open-tub mixer. Immediately ;~fter
mixing, the concrete was cast in 2x2x34-in. steel molds and consolidated by light vibra-
tion by placing the molds on a small plntform-type vibrator. Covers were fastened on
molds but not made watertight. Then, molds and all were stored under water for one
day. The molds were then removed and the specimens were again submerged lultil
the age indicated on the diagrams in Fig. 15 to 17.

Loading

The beams were placed on a side as cast on a loading-bench, which provided a 32-inch
span, The load consisted of the weight of the beam and n fifty-pound force at the
center of the span.

Exceptions

Beam A was originally made and used for on investigation not discussed in the paper.
It was cast in a watertight, wooden molcl. .ifter the usual light vibration a watertight
cover was put on. The mold was then vibrated with the top down and finally vibrated
on end. It was stored on end the first day while in the mold. At the end of the curing
period the top and bottom surfaces as cast were sealed with paraffin. It was then
stored on end in 50 per cent relative humidity for 100 days, after which it W:LSkmded.

After beam D had been under load for 28 days, the 55-lb. central load was replaced
with two 42-lb. loads at the quarter-points. This caused a different distribution of

bending moment but caused practically no change in the deflection at the eeuter or in
the rate of creep. During the change in loading, the beam was placed in a pan so thnt
it could be submerged in water, as explained in the paper, without further disturbance
in the loachg.

Beanu G and H. .itthe end of the curing period beams G and H were sealed on all
but one side with lacquer and paraffin. Beam G was not loaded but was permitted to
warp, The deflection at the center of beam H was prevented by restraining-loads at
the quarter-points.
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